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Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an
Elden Lord in the Lands Between. Here are the basic information on PlayN, RISE Introduction A
unique Fantasy Action RPG set in a vast world, where you can freely play as the hero you want.
Game features An adventure filled with exciting action battles and various situations to discover
Elements of role-playing and action games seamlessly coexist, creating an experience where you
can enjoy both at the same time Combat system, based on the Evade and Combat System, unifies
enemy attacks with your movement Select from over 300 unique weapons, armor, and magic to your
character Many combinations of these will be possible during the course of the game Achievement
and rewards An enjoyable experience where combat never gives up Get legendary weapons and
gain a heroic power Complete legendary quests to obtain unique weapons and armor Playable
characters will appear in the game world, assisting you and increasing your stat and levels The world
of Myth will be evermore mysterious There will be factions where you have to fight for the right to
occupy a town or castle Battles are more exciting with the addition of Party Elimination and
Transpose Eliminate an enemy without losing a single ally in battle Transpose a place by changing
the world The Fate of Heroes Live in Myth Your decisions shape a story of Myth. This story begins
with a prequel, Rise. The story of Myth can be updated depending on your decisions. 1) Rise 1.1 -
Story Outline Hit Points 100 (10,500 in Myth) Status Recovery 20% Hand to Hand Durability 100 Fist
Strike Attack 17 (1.3 -2.2x in Myth) Fighting Skill 16 Magic Skill 16 Climbing Skill 16 2) War 2.1 -
Story Outline Hit Points 200 Status Recovery 60% Hand to Hand Durability 200 Fist Strike Attack 26
Fighting Skill 32 Magic Skill 32 Climbing Skill 32 Transpose 2.2 - STORY OUTLINE Hit Points 100
(10,500 in Myth) Status Recovery 35%

Features Key:
Playability

Based on the Steam PC version of Tarnished Champion, the free version of the Elder Scrolls
Online.
Improves the aspects of the Elder Scrolls Online you know and love.
Can be played in either the default graphical settings or without graphical settings.
A high number of monsters as in Elder Scrolls Online, but enemies are more often secondary
attackers.
History of the area of the Throne of Eldur and the Lands Between via pictures and diary
entries.
Maps with three-dimensional designs that are easy to recognize.
An interface with the option for connected online play.

Beautiful world

The world is a vast, lively world of flow and change. Step into an open area to explore it in
detail. You can also choose settings in this section according to your play style.
Seamlessly connected side areas that allow you to move freely between them without
restriction.
The story covers an enormous theme.
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A large variety of monsters.
A huge map gives a sense of a world with expansive areas.

Breakthrough gameplay

Combat is radically changed from other action RPG games.
Discover short and long term effects as you approach bosses or research, such as permanent
reductions in strength and accuracy, passive or active damage decreases, damage
increasing over time or the option to even decrease vitality.
Movement and attack styles that make action more like that of games like Devil May Cry.
Battle comes to life thanks to various animations.

Mobile-optimized RPG gameplay

The game can be played on touchscreen devices.
A high-quality menu system and the ability to select appropriate weapons and gear based on
the appearance of the enemy.
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